Keynote Speaker Professor Janet Kourany
Feminist Philosopher of Science at the University of Notre Dame
“But What Happens When the Scientists Are Women?”
Friday, March 1, 4:30pm, Sheldon Museum of Art (Abbott Auditorium)
When it comes to the issue of women as scientists, the persistent concern has been that the science will be less sound if women are allowed to conduct it because women are not as analytically gifted as men. Kourany will challenge us to move beyond this assumption in a variety of ways.

Roundtable Panel Discussion
“Applying Gender to Psychology Research: Helping Students Create New Knowledge”
Saturday afternoon, March 2, Nebraska Union
In this roundtable discussion, a panel of students will describe their experiences working with Professor Sarah Gervais’ research team, which applies gender analysis to psychology research.

For registration and conference information, contact us at nolimitsunl@unl.edu.
Or visit our website at: http://www.unl.edu/womenssp/events/nolimits